Unit 5 (Botany & Agriculture) Video Activity: Ho'oulu ’Ai

➢ Before Viewing: Preview Vocabulary
Look up these words & write their definitions

1. Binomial - ________________________________

2. Nomenclature - ________________________________

3. Poultice - ________________________________

During or after viewing, write down 2 more words new to you & look up their definitions

4. _______ - ________________________________

5. _______ - ________________________________

➢ During Viewing: Learn Plants & Healers Facts
Several plants and their uses by healers will be shared on the 9½ minute video. Memorize as many facts as you can, or take notes for your next activity.

➢ After Viewing: Practice Healing!
Show what you learned from this video by choosing one of the activities below to complete and share with the class. You may also include information you know from your ‘ohana &/or other people or sources you know. Choose one:

- Role Play - with a partner create a skit between a healer & a patient. Up to 5 points for sharing correct plant & healing information in your skit.

- Draw - create a Hawaiian first aid flyer & show it to the class. Up to 5 points for sharing correct plant & healing information in your flyer & presentation.

- Write - create a poem, story or short essay & read it to the class. Up to 5 points for sharing correct plant & healing information in your writing & presentation.